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Introduction 
 
The cryptospace is a proving ground for genuinely new democratic models. Radically new ways 
of reaching consensus and influencing collectivised financial ecosystems are emerging rapidly. 
 
Although early DeFi applications have been active since 2017, it is the emergence of 
governance tokens that has caused explosive growth in the DeFi space. They are the 
mechanism by which true decentralisation can be achieved, pushing trust away from contract 
creators and onto token holders. 
 
They are however, largely flawed in their implementation. Highly asymmetric token distributions, 
voter apathy  and huge gaps between the technical knowledge of core teams and token holders 1

creates a context where genuine governance is surface level at best and thinly veiled 
centralisation at worst . 2

 
As a plethora of new tokens enter the market, it becomes increasingly difficult to keep up with 
new technological developments, but also separate out quality projects from low quality clones, 
or out right scams. Market signalling is a primary economic cost in the cryptospace  and 3

finance.vote will allow users and entrepreneurs to identify the impact of their signalling activity 
as well as provide early access to market signals. 
 
finance.vote is a decentralised application for reaching consensus across the cryptospace as a 
whole. It provides a space for users to engage with market discovery on new and existing 
tokens and be incentivized to share their perception on future price action. 
 
Finance.vote has three cryptoeconomic components: 
 

● Prediction and Market Discovery. 
● Layer 2 Governance. 
● Decentralised Social Trading. 

 

1 "Blockchain Voter Apathy. Governance is a key area of ...." 29 Mar. 2019, 
https://medium.com/wave-financial/blockchain-voter-apathy-69a1570e2af3 . Accessed 26 Aug. 2020. 
2 "Deconstructing 'Decentralization': Exploring the Core Claim of ...." 13 Feb. 2019, 
https://www.ssrn.com/abstract=3326244 . Accessed 26 Aug. 2020. 
3 "A signaling theory model of cryptocurrency issuance and value." 
https://ethresear.ch/t/a-signaling-theory-model-of-cryptocurrency-issuance-and-value/1081 . Accessed 26 
Aug. 2020. 
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Prediction and Market Discovery  
 
Problem: 
 

● The perennial explosion of altcoins produces some winners and mostly losers. 
 

● The permissionless of uniswap and other DEXs creates vast, rapidly evolving and noisy 
markets. 

 
● Early signals on the potential of token value are dominated by a small number of 

influencers with ulterior motives . 4

 
DAOs and prediction market dynamics demonstrate huge potential as tools for improving large 
scale decision making and governance systems . However, broad spectrum prediction market 5

systems such as Augur, although maturing, have yet to find meaningful adoption . Largely, this 6

is due to the open ended parameter space in which predictions can be made, which dilutes 
liquidity and interest across the markets. finance.vote lenses focus and adoption into a small 
number of shared voting markets, with constant and far more immediate settlement. Liquidity 
issues are resolved through the finance.vote token economics, which distributes a small amount 
of token inflation into reward pools, which seeds liquidity for every vote. 
 
Using the semantic ballot voting  module, users are presented with the ability to vote on the 
future market success (or failure) of tokens from across the cryptospace. This allows users to 
make market bets, across multiple tokens contained in a single transaction. 
 
$FIN rewards are claimed from reward pools by users who are correct in their predictions. This 
causes a progressive aggregation of voting power to those who can consistently make accurate 
market predictions, chaining prediction market decisions through reputation factors. 
 
 
 
 

4 "Cryptocurrency Scam As Crypto Influencers Tweet About ...." 15 Jul. 2020, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/rogerhuang/2020/07/15/likely-cryptocurrency-scam-as-crypto-exchanges-an
d-influencers-tweet-about-cryptoforhealth/. Accessed 26 Aug. 2020. 
5 "DAOs, Democracy and Governance - Ralph Merkle." 31 May. 2016, 
https://merkle.com/papers/DAOdemocracyDraft.pdf. Accessed 26 Aug. 2020. 
6 "Augur Price Analysis- Project matures but user numbers still low." 7 May. 2019, 
https://bravenewcoin.com/insights/augur-price-analysis-project-matures-but-user-numbers-still-low . 
Accessed 26 Aug. 2020. 
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As adoption increases, a range of voting markets will be introduced through the finance.vote 
governance system, which will allow users to accrue reputation in the system based on their 
ability to accurately predict verifiable on-chain market metrics. 
 

Identity Minting  
 
A primary concern in voting systems is sybil resistance. That is, ensuring that the users cannot 
corrupt the consensus outcome by splitting votes across multiple ballots by fabricating multiple 
identities. This in reality cannot be stopped without aggressive IRL identity verification 
mechanisms, which runs counter to the fundamental nature of decentralized permisionless 
systems. 
 
We therefore take an economic pay to sybil  mitigation approach, to reach sybil safety . Before a 7

user can engage in voting activity on vote.finance, users must acquire a minimum of 100 $FIN, 
which will be sent to the identity minting address and burnt, which assigns voting rights to a user 
Ethereum address. Using this mechanism there exists a market equilibrium between the cost 
required to split votes vs the economic value in shifting consensus.  
 
The user's identity address then becomes the user’s source of reputation within the system and 
grants the user with the rights to vote in all of the finance.vote prediction vote markets. Users 
will have a balance of voting power tokens ($V) within each tournament, that is determined by 
the history of their correctness in each tournament. 
 
The nature of our chained voting system ensures that progressively correct accounts earn 
greater reputation and voting power over time and the likelihood that a user can successfully 
construct these accounts randomly as opposed to playing honestly diminishes non-linearly over 
time.  
 

7 "Sybil-Resilient Reality-Aware Social Choice." 16 May. 2019, https://arxiv.org/pdf/1807.11105 . Accessed 
26 Aug. 2020. 
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Semantic Ballot Voting  
  
Semantic Ballot Voting is a new kind of voting system designed specifically for finance.vote. It 
utilises a stack of semantic tags (in this case token tickers for tradable cryptocurrencies) and 
quadratic voting .  8

 
Users are presented with a market ordered list and are requested to use their vote power tokens 
($V) to vote on the cryptocurrencies of their choice. They convert $V by quadratic voting: 
 

Votes = $V2  
 
Meaning that every subsequent vote has a non-linear cost. 
 
This system enforces prioritisation and ensures that users cannot vote strongly on every item, 
an issue that decreases validity in conventional voting and surveying systems. This scheme is 
used repeatedly throughout the finance.vote ecosystem and helps build weighted consensus 
across the whole network. 
 

8 "Quadratic Voting: How Mechanism Design Can ... - SSRN." 13 Feb. 2012, 
https://www.ssrn.com/abstract=2003531 . Accessed 26 Aug. 2020. 
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Vote Markets 
 
The prediction and market discovery component of finance.vote utilises semantic ballot voting in 
a rolling iterative game. Each tournament is split into rounds of specific time length e.g. one 
week, book ended by market snapshots. In that time, users have the opportunity to spend their 
vote power on tokens of their choosing and their vote states are compared against the market at 
the end of the round period. 
 

 
The rolling nature of this game affords the possibility of allocating vote power to users who are 
consistently correct. This is done through the vote power token $V. If a user is correct, the 
number of $V they spent on their winning bet is added to their $V balance in future rounds. The 
result is a progressive aggregation of voting power towards the most skilled traders. 
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Reward Pools 
 
New tokens are minted for each tournament in a progressive rolling manner, to ensure that 
there is a sustainable incentive for finance.vote in perpetuity. By default, a weekly vote market is 
granted access to 100,000 $FIN tokens for its reward pool in each round. This is distributed to 
users proportionally based on the size of their winning vote. For example, a user that has 1 vote 
attached to a winning call will receive 1/10th of the reward pool share than a user that has 10 
votes on a winning call.  
 
Additionally, users have the option to amplify their votes with stake weighted voting, which gives 
users access to the reward pool and a stake pool , based on the token stake they attach to their 
vote transaction. Those users with attached stake weights play in two liquidity pools and the 
size of their stake position determines how much of the pool they win relative to others in the 
game.  
 
For example, if there are ten users with winning calls of 10 votes, then their share of the stake 
pool will be determined by their relative token stakes e.g. a user with 10,000 $FIN staked, will 
receive 10X what the user with 1,000 $FIN staked. 
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Layer 2 Governance  
 
Problem 
 

● Many established networks lack any formal governance mechanism to receive accurate 
signals from their token holders regarding the future direction of the network. 

 
● Loose and chaotic social signalling systems, such as Telegram and Reddit are 

ineffective for reaching consensus, are prone to spam and are an inconvenience for 
teams. 

 
● DeFi DAOs are often heavily gated and cornered by asymmetric token issuances 

meaning that users have no meaningful voice over the network. 
 

● Permissionless systems allow projects to be easily cloned and users can be duped into 
buying fake tokens or engaging with projects that are outright scams . 9

 
 
finance.vote sits in the governance space in between the extremes of high-stakes, on-chain 
governance and the loose social consensus formation in channels such as Reddit and 
Telegram.  
 
Community members will be able to set up mini-DAOs for each token in the space, reserving a 
$cashtag for their token ticker, where users will be able to share opinions and sources related to 
their projects of interest and set up community votes designed to reach consensus on what 
users want from their networks. 
 
 

9 "Fake Tokens Continue to Plague Uniswap - Cointelegraph." 19 Aug. 2020, 
https://cointelegraph.com/news/fake-tokens-continue-to-plague-uniswap . Accessed 26 Aug. 2020. 
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From Layer 1 Governance to Layer 2 Governance 
 
Governance at the protocol layer is a hotly contested narrative across the cryptospace . 10

Cryptonetworks require consistency, transparency and incredibly high levels of security and this 
does not lend itself to particularly agile governance structures. Some networks have attempted 
to innovate beyond this and in many cases it has led to corruption , collusion  and sometimes 11 12

outright failure  of the tokens resulting in permanent loss of funds.  13

 
More recently, Decentralised Autonomous Organisations (DAOs) have become increasingly 
prominent in emerging crypto networks, especially in the DeFi space. They can allow substantial 
changes to take place, pivoting to new contracts and shifting monetary policy in ways that can 
have a large impact on token holders. They are risky and should be used sparingly. 
 
There is therefore a need for a supplementary layer to these high stakes governance decisions. 
finance.vote provides this secondary layer, by creating a more informal environment with looser 
voting constraints and a voting mechanic that provides a far broader decision making space 
than conventional binary voting.  
 

Lobbying and Social Consensus Formation 
 
Layer one DAOs are poor places to engage in complex decision making. Typically, they are 
substantially gated, requiring sometimes exceptionally high stakes to demonstrate any 
meaningful voice . 14

 
finance.vote provides a space where social consensus and debate can take place outside of 
these networks. Users can set up votes using the semantic ballot voting system, to discover 

10 "Against on-chain governance. Refuting (and rebuking) Fred ...." 30 Nov. 2017, 
https://medium.com/@Vlad_Zamfir/against-on-chain-governance-a4ceacd040ca . Accessed 26 Aug. 
2020. 
11 "Tron's Takeover of Steemit Is Internet History Repeating Itself ...." 5 Mar. 2020, 
https://www.coindesk.com/trons-takeover-of-steemit-is-internet-history-repeating-itself. Accessed 26 Aug. 
2020. 
12 "Leak reveals collusion on EOS blockchain - The Block." 1 Oct. 2018, 
https://www.theblockcrypto.com/linked/1015/leak-reveals-collusion-on-eos-blockchain . Accessed 26 Aug. 
2020. 
13 "YAM Finance Crashes Over 90%, Founder Admits His Failure." 13 Aug. 2020, 
https://cryptopotato.com/yam-finance-crashes-over-90-founder-admits-his-failure/. Accessed 26 Aug. 
2020. 
14 The Compound governance token ($COMP) requires 1% of the total token supply delegation to submit 
a proposal, currently valued at $16.7m. https://compound.finance/docs/governance#introduction 
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which product features, or items of interest are most important to the token holders for that 
network. 
 
Building a coherent voice will allow users to lobby those in positions of power on crypto 
networks, including token whales and core developers. 
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The finance.vote Consensus Mechanism 
 
The finance.vote consensus mechanism is the means through which $FIN stake is used to 
weight voting power on each of the miniDAOs in the finance.vote ecosystem. 
 
Users sign a transaction that links their token balances to a miniDAO of their choice, allowing 
them to indicate the proportion of their $FIN holdings they would like to dedicate to that token. 
This allows users to vote off-chain, without transaction costs in a semi-trustless manner. 
Through this process users gain power within the miniDAO. 
 
A single user with the highest token stake will have the highest weighted voice in that miniDAO. 
Token balances thereafter determine which tier of the consensus mechanism that they sit 
within. Each tier has a number of staking slots, which are populated by users based on their 
staked token balances. Each tier has the same staking power, but is shared between a greater 
number of people. The tiers scale in slot size out to infinity via the fibonacci sequence. 
 
For example, a user with 100,000 $FIN tokens staked on the $Bitcoin miniDAO has the highest 
stake on that node. The next nearest token balances are 95,000, 90,000 and 80,000. The 
95,000 and the 90,000 stakers occupy the second staking tier and the 80,000 staker takes the 
third slot along with two others. The 100,000 staker has 1,000 $V and the 95,000 and 90,000 
stakers have 500 $V, and next tier down have 333 $V and so on. 
 
This mechanism incentivises users to purchase $FIN to stake in their chosen miniDAOs to raise 
their influence in the social consensus formation process, but mitigates plutocratic power 
formation. 
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Decentralised Social Trading  
 
Problems  
 

● Although the cryptospace is trending towards being more collaborative, with pooled 
liquidity becoming the norm, how this is distributed is currently only mediated by smart 
contracts with limited human intervention. 

 
● There is currently nowhere to collaboratively trade and share market signals trustlessly 

within decentralised exchange space. 
 
finance.vote allows users in private groups to build weighted token portfolios, share assets and 
trade directly by consensus. Users create private liquidity pools, and dynamic portfolio balancing 
is carried out directly through decentralised exchanges. Rebalancing activities are carried out by 
votes, which themselves can be contributed to the main prediction game.  
 

Trustless Trading 
 
A common way to navigate the cryptospace is to engage in on-going dialogue in private 
off-chain chat rooms, discussing market insights and sharing trading calls with contacts. It is 
however not possible to pool assets to allocate based on shared insights. finance.vote will utilise 
its voting based consensus mechanism to allow users to vote on their perception of coin quality 
and aggregate this across groups to create a consensus weighted portfolio . 
 

Micro Liquidity Pools  
 
Micro-liquidity pools will allow users in a private group to send $ETH to a shared smart contract, 
where they will receive $L tokens in return, indicating their share of the pool. 
 
In their own private vote market, users will determine which tokens they would like in their 
basket and will then vote to determine their portfolio allocation across tokens.  
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Once consensus is reached, the micro liquidity pool will automatically construct a Tx which 
swaps out the desired amount of $ETH to $TOKENS identified in their consensus weighted 
portfolio. 
 
Users can carry out a rebalance whenever they decide to revote 
 

.  
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Governance 
 
The finance.vote governance architecture is intended to introduce a new paradigm of 
governance into the cryptospace, utilising both a layer one DAO, the Decentralized Monetary 
Fund (DMF) and the Layer two $FIN MiniDAO in a bicameral governance structure. 
 
From early in the launch, users will be given the opportunity to materially shape the future of the 
network and progressively, layer one powers will be transitioned in their entirety to the token 
holders. $FIN will act as the governance token for the network alongside it’s incentive 
generating base utility properties as a cryptocurrency. 
 

The Decentralised Monetary Fund (DMF) 
 
The DMF will build on established DAO patterns to provide control of the finance.vote monetary 
policy to the token holders. The DMF sets the inflation rate by creating new reward pools and 
initiating new voting markets. It also controls the ecosystem development fund, which will add 
full transparency to the assets designed to maximise the impact of finance.vote ecosystem 
within the crypto community. 
 

The $FIN MiniDAO 
 
The $FIN MiniDAO will showcase the potential of second layer governance by developing the 
finance.vote ecosystem in partnership with the users. A series of feature votes will be launched, 
early in the product launch phase, which will allow users to vote on future tournaments and 
reward pool sizing. The $FIN MiniDAO is where policy is debated prior to ratification and 
material shifts in direction of the system occur. 
 

Key Management 
 
In the early phases of the project management keys will have full rights over the contracts, 
tournament and feature launch strategies, treasury and monetary policy and will over time 
transition in their entirety to token holders. This will be done through progressive 
decentralisation approaches and will be done in a way that ensures integrity of the system and 
mitigates against governance capture. 
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Token Economics  
 
Token Ticker : $FIN 
Initital Supply : 1,000,000,000 
Base Inflation Rate : 200,000 $FIN Weekly (Extended by Reward Pool Increase) 
Base Deflation Rate : ~100 $FIN Burn Per Identity Set-Up, ~5000 $FIN Burn for MiniDAO and 
Liquidity Pool Creation, ~10% of all staked tokens are burned in the Voting Markets. 
Day One Utility : $FIN will be transferable to voting power $V on day one of finance.vote launch. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Initial Distribution  
 
200,000,0000 $FIN will be made available for an initial distribution. No further tokens will be 
available post launch directly and will need to be bought from the market. 
 
Team 
 
150,000,00 $FIN are allocated to the team, who are fully locked for a minimum of 6 months 
released in a steady state over 36 months. 
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 Advisors 
 
50,000,000 $FIN will be made available to advisors, who will form the finance.vote council. 
Advisors will cover a range of technical, legal, financial and creative disciplines. Their tokens will 
give them a voice in the DMF. They are locked for 6 months along with the team. 
 
DMF Treasury 
 
300,000,000 $FIN will be kept under management by the DMF. Token holders will determine 
how this treasury is managed in the long term with full transparency. This is released in batches 
to the DAO after a 6 month lock up period. 
 
Liquidity Reserves 
 
200,00,000 $FIN will be utilised for providing liquidity in the open market, which will ensure that 
users of the platform can use multiple venues to exchange their tokens. 
 
Governance Incentive  
 
100,000,000 $FIN will be utilised as a governance participation incentive and will be distributed 
algorithmically to voters in the DMF. This is used to break voter apathy on key DAO decisions 
and is distributed by sequenced emission schedule following the launch of the DMF. 
 
 

$FIN tokens are not available for public sale. The public token sale 
will be described in Version 1.0 of this whitepaper, which will be 

released one week prior to the sale. 
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